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MONDAY MARCH 8th

13:00 - 13:10  INTRODUCTION  
Patrick MARCELLIN (France)

13:10 - 14:00  LESSONS FROM COVID-19  
Chairs: Patrick MARCELLIN (France) and Marc BOURLIERE (France)
The future Public Health system after the COVID-19  TBD
The COVID-19 and liver diseases: lessons learned  Thomas BERG (Germany)
Making a sustainable impact on Covid-19  Raymond SCHINAZI (USA)

DISCUSSION

14:00 - 15:00  HEPATITIS B  
Chairs: Rafael ESTEBAN (Spain) and Seng Gee LIM (Singapore)
Is elimination of HBV realistic?  Seng Gee LIM (Singapore)
NUC therapy: the role of TAF  Maria BUTI (Spain)
New drugs for HBV cure  Fabien ZOULIM (France)

DISCUSSION

15:00 - 15:10  BREAK & VISIT OF THE BOOTHs

15:10 - 15:50  AWARD PHC 2021  
Chair: Patrick MARCELLIN (France)
HBV cure: How and when?  Geoffrey DUSHEIKO (UK)

15:50 - 17:00  HEPATITIS DELTA  
Chairs: Mario RIZZETTO (Italy) and Tarik ASSELAH (France)
The emerging issue of Hepatitis Delta in Asia  Tawesak TANWANDEE (Thailand)
Is Hepatitis Delta underestimated?  Georgios PAPATHEODORIDIS (Greece)
New drugs for HDV  Tarik ASSELAH (France)
How do I treat my patients?  Heiner WEDEMEYER (Germany)

DISCUSSION

17:00 - 17:15  TAKE HOME MESSAGES  
Graham FOSTER (UK)

17:15 - 17:25  BREAK & VISIT OF THE BOOTHs

17:25 - 18:25  MEETING WITH THE 2020 NOBEL LAUREATES  
Chair: Patrick MARCELLIN (France)
Harvey ALTER (USA)  Michael HOUGHTON (Canada)  Charles RICE (USA)

18:25 - 18:30  CONCLUSION  
Patrick MARCELLIN (France)

18:30 - 19:30  INDUSTRY SATELLITE SYMPOSIUM
TUESDAY March 9th

12:00 - 13:00  INDUSTRY SATELLITE SYMPOSIUM

13:00 - 13:10  INTRODUCTION  Patrick MARCELLIN (France)

13:10 - 14:30  IS ELIMINATION OF HCV BY 2030 REALISTIC

| Chairs: Marc BOURLIERE (France) and Graham FOSTER (UK) |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Europe          | Other Continents |
| France          | USA             |
| Western Europe  | Latin America   |
| Central Europe  | Asia            |
| Eastern Europe  | Egypt           |
| Stanislas POL (France) | Michael FRIED (USA) |
| Stefan ZEUZEM (Germany) | Raymundo PARANA (Brazil) |
| Robert FLISIAK (Poland) | Jidong JIA (China) |
| Vasily ISAKOV (Russia) | Ahmed EL RAY (Egypt) |

DISCUSSION

14:30 - 14:50  STATE OF THE ART LECTURE

Current management of Hepatitis E  Jean-Marie PERON (France)

14:50 - 15:00  BREAK & VISIT OF THE BOOTHS

15:00 - 16:00  HCC: ADVANCES IN DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS

| Chairs: Massimo COLOMBO (Italy) and Valérie VILGRAIN (France) |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Clinical applications of genetics in HCC  Jessica ZUCMAN-ROSSI (France) |
| The new pathology approach  Valérie PARADIS (France) |
| The digital and imaging  Valérie VILGRAIN (France) |

DISCUSSION

16:00 - 16:20  STATE OF THE ART LECTURE

Real world evidence in HCC  Michael FRIED (USA)

16:20 - 17:50  HCC: EVOLVING CONCEPTS IN THERAPY

| Chairs: Antonio CRAXI (Italy) and Raymond CHUNG (USA) |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| The role of DAAs  George LAU (Hong Kong) |
| Trans-Arterial Radioembolisation (TARE)  Vincenzo MAZZAFERRO (Italy) |
| Changing indications for liver transplantation  Didier SAMUEL (France) |
| New algorithm for systemic therapy  Peter GALLE (Germany) |
| Immunotherapy today  Sandrine FAIVRE (France) |

DISCUSSION

17:50 - 18:00  BREAK & VISIT OF THE BOOTHS

18:00 - 18:20  TAKE HOME MESSAGES  Marc BOURLIERE (France)

18:20 - 18:30  CONCLUSION  Patrick MARCELLIN (France)

18:30 - 19:30  INDUSTRY SATELLITE SYMPOSIUM

19:30 - 20:00  INDUSTRY SATELLITE SYMPOSIUM
12:30 - 13:00  INDUSTRY SATELLITE SYMPOSIUM

13:00 - 13:10  INTRODUCTION  Patrick MARCELLIN (France)

13:10 - 14:10  NAFLD/NASH: PHYSIOPATHOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS AND OUTCOME
    Chairs: Francesco NEGRO (Switzerland) and Massimo PINZANI (UK)
    Physiopathology of NAFLD and NASH  Massimo PINZANI (UK)
    Natural history of NASH and HCC  Elisabetta BUGIANESI (Italy)
    Non-invasive markers in NAFLD  Laurent CASTERA (France)

DISCUSSION

14:10 - 14:30  STATE OF THE ART LECTURE
    Pathology of NAFLD/NASH revisited  Valérie PARADIS (France)

14:30 - 14:40  BREAK & VISIT OF THE BOOTHS

14:40 - 15:50  NAFLD/NASH: MULTIDISCIPLINARY MANAGEMENT OF A SYSTEMIC DISEASE
    Chairs: Michael MANNS (Germany) and Lawrence SERFATY (France)
    The hepatologists  Ana Carolina CARDOSO (Brazil)
                        Manuel ROMERO GOMEZ (Spain)
    The diabetologist  Michael RODEN (Germany)
    The surgeon  François PATTOU (France)

DISCUSSION

15:50 - 16:10  STATE OF THE ART LECTURE
    New drugs for NASH  Arun SANYAL (USA)

16:10 - 16:20  BREAK & VISIT OF THE BOOTHS

16:20 - 17:20  END STAGE LIVER DISEASE
    Chairs: Shiv SARIN (India) and Richard MOREAU (France)
    Management of hepatorenal syndrome  Adrian GADANO (Argentina)
    Is encephalopathy under-estimated ?  Dominique THABUT (France)
    Acute-on-chronic liver failure  François DURAND (France)

DISCUSSION

17:20 - 17:40  STATE OF THE ART LECTURE
    Optimal management of cholangiocarcinoma  Ulrich BEUERS (Netherlands)

17:40 - 17:50  BREAK & VISIT OF THE BOOTHS

17:50 - 19:20  R&D : THE DRUGS PIPELINE PRESENTED BY COMPANIES

19:20 - 19:30  THE BEST POSTER PRICE

19:30 - 19:50  TAKE HOME MESSAGES  Michael FRIED (USA)

19:50 - 20:00  CONCLUSION  Patrick MARCELLIN (France)
SYMPOSIA

Monday 8\textsuperscript{th} March 2021

18:30 - 19:30 \textbf{ABBVIE SYMPOSIUM}

Tuesday 9\textsuperscript{th} March 2021

12:00 - 13:00 \textbf{MYRPHARMA SYMPOSIUM}

18:30 - 19:30 \textbf{GILEAD SYMPOSIUM}

19:30 - 20:00 \textbf{ROCHE SYMPOSIUM}

Wednesday 10\textsuperscript{th} March 2021

12:30 - 13:00 \textbf{EIGER SYMPOSIUM}